Introduction
Vesicles provide a valuable system to test our knowledge of the mechanical behavior of the lipid bilayer component of the cell membrane. Because of the structural complexity, heterogeneity, and complex functional properties of cell membranes and the cytoskeleton, it is extremely challenging to dissect how specific molecular components contribute to whole-cell mechanical properties based on studies with living cells. As a deformable membrane consisting of a phospholipid bilayer surrounding a liquid interior, vesicles lack the transmembrane proteins and dynamic cytoskeletal networks normally found in cells. Due to this simplicity, vesicles act as a reductionist model for cellular membranes that can be examined by complementary theoretical, numerical, and experimental approaches that would be difficult to perform on living cells.
The biophysics community has studied vesicles in linear flows in great detail theoretically 1-3 and computationally [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and to a certain extent experimentally [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Due to the similarity to blood flow in the vasculature, vesicle behavior in shear flow (planar velocity field v ൌ ߛሶ ሶ ሶ ሶ ሺ ሺ ሺ ሺ‫ݕ‬ ෝ ෝ ෝ ෝሻ ሻ ሻ ሻ where ߛሶ is the shear rate and ෝ is the flow direction) has been a major area of investigation.
Vesicles possess the characteristics of bending elasticity and constant surface area that capture some key aspects of red blood cell (RBC) dynamics in circulation.
‡ For example, experiments on individual vesicles reveal a range of motions (typically referred to as tumbling, tank-treading, and trembling) at transition points that depend on the shear rate and the viscosity ratio between the fluid interior and exterior to the vesicle 19, 20 . These experimental observations agree reasonably well with numerical predictions 4, 11, 21 and furthermore recapitulate the tumbling, tank-treading, and trembling behavior observed for RBCs, 22, 23 though agreement of vesicle and RBC dynamic behavior is not as good at low shear rates as at higher shear rates. 24 Vesicle models can also capture the intermittent swinging behavior of RBCs 22 if these models include membrane shear elasticity to represent the cell's cytoskeletal structure.
In comparison to shear flow, vesicle behavior in extensional flow (planar velocity field v ൌ ߝሶ ሶ ሶ ሶ ሺ ሺ ሺ ሺ‫ݔ‬ ෝ ෝ ෝ ෝ − ‫ݕ‬ ෝ ෝ ෝ ෝሻ ሻ ሻ ሻ where ߝሶ is the rate of strain) has been much less studied. Extensional flow is the dominant flow type in regions with a rapidly changing cross sectional area normal to the flow direction, such as in the blood flow at transitions from larger to smaller blood vessels or in syringe needle injections. Experiments and numerical work have provided evidence that extensional fluid stresses are integral to hemolysis (instantaneous rupture of RBCs), and existing models for hemolysis that only account for simple shear stresses are insufficient. 26, 27 Studying the deformation and stability of vesicles in extensional flow would improve our mechanistic understanding of cell damage within medical applications, such as RBC lysis in medical devices and artificial organs 27 and vesicle drug-delivery systems. 28, 29 Within the area of vesicle dynamics research, the flow field around vesicles sedimenting under gravity is primarily elongational flow. The thin tether formed on settling vesicles observed experimentally 30 and recapitulated in numerical studies 31, 32 looks similar to the vesicle shape instability studied here.
Steinberg and co-workers were among the first to perform experiments on vesicles in a planar extensional flow. 16, 33 They considered very low reduced volume vesicles, where reduced volume is defined as the ratio of the vesicle's volume ܸ to the volume of a sphere with the same surface area ‫:ܣ‬ ߥ ൌ 3ܸ 4ߨܽ ଷ ⁄ where ܽ ൌ ඥ‫ܣ‬ 4ߨ ⁄ is the vesicle's effective radius based on surface area. For a perfectly spherical vesicle, ߥ ൌ 1, and the vesicle has no excess area to deform its shape when subjected to fluid stresses. For ߥ < 1, the vesicle is nonspherical and has excess area to deform. For their very low reduced volume vesicles, Steinberg and co-workers observed that the vesicle extension saturates at a steady value below a critical extension rate. However, above a critical extension rate, these long, tubular vesicles undergo a shape transition from tubular to dumbbell shaped. The central tube connecting the two ends of the dumbbell extends linearly with the strain until it undergoes a pearling instability. 16 Recently, a stability boundary has been predicted for vesicles in extensional flow as a function of reduced volume and capillary number 34 (i.e., ratio of bending to viscous forces: ‫ܽܥ‬ ൌ ߤߝሶ ܽ ଷ κ ⁄ , where ߤ is the viscosity of the fluid surrounding the vesicle and κ is the membrane's bending modulus). In extensional flow, vesicles with ߥ > 0.75 will deform into a prolate ellipsoid and remain stable. Low reduced-volume vesicles (ߥ < 0.56) will deform into a symmetric dumbbell and above a critical extension rate, extend without bound in a manner similar to capillary breakup of droplets. In the intermediate reduced volume regime (0.56 ≤ ߥ < 0.75), vesicles in elongational flow are predicted to stretch into an asymmetric dumbbell shape as a result of destabilizing curvature changes of the membrane, similar to the RayleighPlateau phenomenon. While Steinberg and co-workers have experimentally explored the stability of low-reduced-volume vesicles in planar extensional flow 16 
Experimental Methods and Materials
Vesicle Preparation. Vesicles are prepared from a mixture of 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC, Avanti Lipids) with fluorescent 1-oleoyl-2-{6-[(7-nitro-2-1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl)amino]hexanoyl}-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (NBD PC, ex/em 460/534 nm, Avanti Lipids). Unilamellar vesicles were prepared using the electroformation method. 35 Because the fluorescent NBD group on the NBD PC tends to flip up into the molecule's head-group region at room temperature and disrupt the lipid bilayer membrane,
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we use high concentrations of NBD PC in order to promote the formation of floppy, intermediate-reduced-volume vesicles we wish to study. DOPC (1.68 mg/mL) and NBD PC (0.32 mg/mL) were mixed with chloroform for a total lipid concentration of 2 mg/mL. This recipe is similar to that in Ref. 16 . We found that above 3 mg/mL total lipid concentration, most vesicles were spherical even with high amounts of NBD PC. Vesicles were formed in 0.1 M sucrose (Sigma). More details of the electroformation procedure are available in the supporting information. Vesicles are handled gently by using large diameter needles and pipettes of inner diameters larger than 0.8 mm (18 gauge and lower). To further promote the production of floppy vesicles, we added a small amount of 0.2 M sucrose to the vesicle suspension to achieve a +2 mOsm difference between the interior and the exterior of the vesicle, which has the effect of driving water out of the vesicle interior until the sugar concentrations are equal on either side of the membrane. This combination of gentle osmotic deflation with 15.8 mol% NBD PC concentration tended to produce lower reduced volume vesicles, though vesicles with reduced volumes < . ૠ are still quite rare. Typical reduced volumes are ~ . ૡ compared to ~ . ૢ vesicles with 15.8 mol% NBD PC and no osmotic deflation and ~ . ૢ with lower concentration of NBD PC and no osmotic deflation, as measured during trapping in the cross-slot (see below).
Fluorescence Microscopy. Fluorescence microscopy on an inverted microscope is used to image vesicles in microfluidic cross-slot devices and for thermal fluctuation bending modulus measurements under quiescent conditions. A Leica DMIRE2 inverted microscope is equipped with a dual-band excitation/emission filter (Chroma 51004v2, 460-500/510-560 nm), permitting the excitation of, and emission capture for, the NBD groups from the external light source (Leica EL6000). The microscope stage has a digital readout to micron resolution so that the height of vesicles above the device glass bottom can be estimated. The internal mechanical shutter in the light source, controlled by a function generator (25 Hz square wave, 50% duty cycle), is utilized in order to reduce the amount of illumination to the vesicles and to reduce photobleaching. No coordination between the light source shutter and the camera is necessary because vesicles are visible in every frame with an amount of flickering that does not affect edge detection. The objectives used are 10x (Olympus, 0.754 pixel/µm) and 20x (Leica, 1.25 pixel/µm) for PIV measurements, water-immersion 63x (3.93 pixel/µm) for cross-slot measurements, and oil-immersion 100x (6.36 pixel/µm) for thermal fluctuation bending modulus measurements. Images are captured with a monochromatic Photometrics Cascade 512b CCD camera (512x512 pixels). Movies are captured at a rate of 27-28 fps with an exposure time of 1 ms. Images are analysed with in-house software in ImageJ (NIH) and Matlab (2013v, MathWorks). More details of edge detection are given below. Additionally, we used fluorescence confocal microscopy (Nikon Eclipse Ti, Andor CSU-x1 spinning disk confocal) with a 60x oil-immersion objective (11.057 pixel/µm) to perform three of the thermal fluctuation bending modulus experiments reported. For those three measurements, movies were captured with a Zyla 4.2 PLUS sCMOS camera at 5 ms exposure and approximately 100 fps.
Microfluidic Cross-slot and Velocity Field Measurements. Microfluidic cross-slots are fabricated using standard softlithography (Figure 1 ). This geometry, consisting of two channels that intersect at ninety degrees, is a convenient platform for generating a planar elongational flow. Masters were made from SU-8 on silicon wafers or through the use of a dry film photoresist on stainless steel wafers. To achieve very deep devices, five layers of 75-µm thick dry film photoresist was laminated onto a steel wafer and developed (Riston GoldMaster GM130 photoresist, DuPont). The cross-slot channel widths are 2 mm ‫ݔ(‬ and ‫ݕ‬ directions, cf. Figure 1) , and the channel depths ‫ݖ(‬ direction) are 150, 158, and 383 µm, as measured by a profilometer measurement of the SU-8 master or PDMS device for those made from the Riston masters. Fluid from the two opposing inlet channels impinges at the center of the cross-slot device, creating a hyperbolic flow field that we verify using micro-PIV (see next paragraph). The image plane for all our measurements is the center of the channel in the z direction. The centerplane of the device was found by taking the average height of the top and bottom of the device, located by focusing on stationary particles adhered to those surfaces.
To determine the rate-of-extension near the stagnation point of the fluid, we perform micro-PIV 37,38 on a neutrally-buoyant suspension of 0.005% v/v 1 µm fluorescent polystyrene spheres (FluoSpheres, ex/em 540/560 nm, Molecular Probes) in a 0.367 M sucrose solution (Sigma) for the 158-and 383-µm deep cross-slots. To prevent particle aggregation, we also add Tween-20 (Sigma-Aldrich) to the suspension. We flow the suspension into the device at flow rates between 100-500 µL/hr and image the spheres near the stagnation point using a 10x objective. We calculate the velocity field by using an opensource PIV software (PIVlab v1.32 39 ) with our own customizations, described below. The instantaneous displacement vector at each point is determined by crosscorrelating the fluorescence intensity profile between small interrogation regions in two images separated in time by some Δ‫.ݐ‬ The instantaneous velocity is then obtained by dividing the displacement by the time interval between the images. The average velocity vector for a given flow rate is determined from the average cross-correlation function of each interrogation area. The pair-wise correlation matrices are evaluated in the frequency domain, and the peak locations of the average cross-correlation functions are refined with subpixel precision using a 2D Gaussian function (3x3 neighborhood fit). We sample interrogation areas of 20 x 20 pixels with 50% overlap and use 500 frames in a typical movie. Images are subjected to contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization before cross-correlation to improve the velocity measurement quality. Velocity vectors are validated with the normalized median check 40 to filter outliers, and missing vectors are replaced with values interpolated from nearest neighbors. Due to limited PIV data, we estimate the extensional shear rate in the 150-µm deep device by performing PIV analysis on concentrated vesicle suspensions.
Our experimental PIV measurements indicate that within the camera field of view at 10x, which corresponds to approximately 600 x 600 µm 2 (Figure 2 (a)), the flow generated by the cross-slot is practically planar extensional flow, i.e.,
where ሺ0,0ሻ is the stagnation point, ‫ݔ‬ is the axis along the outlet direction, and ‫ݕ‬ is the axis of the inlet. We confirmed that the velocity magnitude |v| is radially symmetric and varies linearly with the distance from the stagnation point as |v| ൌ ߝሶ ‫ݎ‬ (Figure 2 
Bending Modulus Measurement
Imaging vesicles. We imaged vesicles in a CoverWell perfusion chamber (CoverWell 9 mm diameter, 0.5 mm deep perfusion chamber gasket, Invitrogen, Molecular Probes) using the 100x objective for maximum resolution for the Leica system and 60x for the confocal microscopy system. The chamber ports are sealed with tape to reduce evaporation and therefore convection within the CoverWell so that the vesicles in the well were sufficiently still, only moving tens of microns during the 45 to 90-second movie capture. For the measurements performed with confocal microscopy, vesicles were made to sediment by diluting 1:1 with 0.1 M glucose solution. The gravitational effect is sufficiently small to not affect the bending modulus analysis according to the criteria specified in Ref. 41 (see Electronic Supplementary Information). Vesicles suitable for bending modulus measurement were isolated from their neighbors, sufficiently far away (at least two vesicle diameters) so that the thermal fluctuations of the vesicle of interest were not hindered. For neutrally buoyant vesicles, we only used vesicles that were at least one diameter above the glass slide. Vesicle contours must also be free of large defects, usually in the form of visible bright clumps of lipids. Electroformation does not exclusively produce unilamellar vesicles; some vesicles have a brighter contour under fluorescence illumination than others, indicating that the membrane is likely multilamellar. Thus we consider vesicles that have the least bright, smooth membrane and assume they are unilamellar.
Movie capture considerations. In order to span the phase space of the vesicle, the bending modulus measurement movies must have both enough frames to provide sufficient representation of available configurations and have a long enough duration so that the lower order modes with longer relaxation times are resolved. We consider a movie duration that is at least three times the longest modal relaxation time to be of sufficient length, at which point the slowest exponentially decaying mode will have relaxed to ݁ ିଷ ~ 4% of its original amplitude. Thermal fluctuation amplitudes had to be large enough to be able to be resolved above the experimental noise of edge detection (~1 pixel), which typically means amplitudes greater than 2 pixels are sufficient. Depending on the camera specifications, fluctuations visible by eye are not necessarily large enough to yield good edge detection and analysis. Within a gently osmotically deflated batch, the number of vesicles with unilamellar, defect-free, large amplitude fluctuations is quite small. We typically find only 10-20 unilamellar vesicles in a CoverWell sample with large fluctuations that are candidates for bending modulus measurement analysis, and only 2-8 of these vesicles yield high quality bending modulus measurements that pass all the requirements described below in the analysis procedure.
Analysis procedure. We use the general procedure outlined by Méléard et al. 42 that provides a statistical approach to measure bending modulus with quantitative selection criteria to exclude vesicles that do not conform to the quasi-spherical theory. We detect the vesicle membrane contour in each movie frame by finding the location of the maximum gradient of the intensity along rays drawn at 1˚ intervals from the contour center of mass. We achieve sub-pixel edge detection resolution by defining the vesicle contour location as the maximum of a parabola fit to the 5-point neighborhood around the ray maximum gradient location. Spurious contour points that are more than two pixels away from its two nearest neighbors or more than 4 standard deviations away from the mean radius value are discarded. For the detected vesicle contour, we calculate the angular correlation function: for derivations. To determine the bending modulus, we perform the following: 1. At each instance of time, we measure the Fourier modes of the angular correlation function ߦሺ߶, ‫ݐ‬ሻ (i.e., Equation (1)). We examine modes ݉ ൌ 2 − 30. 2. We check if modes are exponentially distributed by performing a Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test. 43 For the modes that pass this test, we calculate their average amplitude ߯ over all time to obtain experimental measurements of the modal exponential distribution rate parameters and perform a two-parameter fit to the theoretical values < ߯ > from Equation (3) to get estimates of the bending modulus and surface tension ሺߢ, ߪሻ. The merit function we optimize is: 
If the bending time scale of any mode is longer than the camera exposure time (1 or 5 ms) or the movie duration is shorter than three times the longest modal bending time scale, we repeat steps 1-2 again while excluding these modes. We correct for the integration time of the camera as detailed in Faucon et al. 45 The ߢ value and uncertainty used to determine the capillary number for plotting in the stability diagram is taken to be the sample mean and standard error of the mean of six individual measurements.
For the bending modulus measurements, we analyze frames in which the perimeter and area of the vesicle vary by less than 5 percent of the median value of the movie, as the assumption of constant area and volume are crucial for the validity of the above equations. We also make sure to choose vesicles with membrane fluctuations that are above the threshold noise of edge detection (i.e., > 1 pixel). Lastly, we only consider quasispherical vesicles in this analysis. The vesicles we examine in a cross-slot later in this paper are far from this quasi-spherical limit, but we will assume that the bending moduli we gather here will be representative of the entire batch of vesicles, regardless of their initial shape configuration.
Vesicle Elongation in Extensional Flow
Vesicles flowing in one or both inlets are elongated at constant strain rate in the extensional flow of the cross-slot and observed at the centerplane with the 20x or 63x objective, (Figure 1 ). Matched density of the inner and outer fluids is important for observing vesicles at the stagnation point for tens of seconds in the center of the ‫ݖ‬ plane. By adjusting the height difference between the two outlet reservoirs and therefore adjusting the relative pressure between the two outlets, vesicles can be brought to and trapped at the stagnation point location and observed up to and beyond the maximum movie length of 90 seconds. Due to small perturbations in the system (e.g. reservoirs open to room pressure fluctuations), the vesicle trapping is not stable, and minor adjustments to the outlet pressure difference are needed to maintain the vesicle position near the stagnation point.
Vesicles are observed for 7-90 seconds at the stagnation point region to determine their stability or instability in extensional flow. Good vesicle candidates are unilamellar as judged by relative brightness, have no interference from neighboring vesicles, and are defect-free so that the membrane surface area and volume remain constant. A measure of shape before instability must be possible in order to include the vesicle on the stability diagram. For sufficiently spherical vesicles (ߥ ≥ 0.8), vesicle contour location is defined to sub-pixel resolution as the location of the maximum intensity gradient along rays drawn from the contour center of mass, using the same edge detection method used for the bending modulus measurements. The contour of less spherical vesicles (ߥ < 0.8), for which drawing rays from the center of mass yields unevenly spaced contour points, is detected using the Sobel operator that approximates the gradient of the image intensity. To calculate the vesicle's reduced volume, the surface area and volume of the vesicle are estimated by revolving the observed 2D shape about the vesicle's long axis (more details in the Electronic Supplementary Information).
The volume and surface area calculated from the left and right halves of the vesicle are found separately by numerical integration of a cubic spline fit, and the vesicle surface area and volume for a movie frame is the average value with uncertainty taken to be one half the discrepancy between the left and right halves. The final vesicle reduced volume is evaluated from the mean of the frame surface areas and volumes weighted by the individual uncertainties. As many movie frames as possible are used to determine the vesicle shape, with as few as 8 frames for one unstable vesicle and up to 200+ frames for most stable vesicles.
Results

Bending Modulus Measurements
We found that high levels of NBD PC dye (15.8 mol%) in our vesicle membranes lead to a bending modulus of ሺ14.94 ± 0.40ሻ • ݇ܶ (Figure 3 ). The bending modulus measurements have relatively small uncertainties and high precision, even though individual measurements were performed on two different microscopy systems and on batches of vesicles prepared on different days.
Vesicle Observations and Measurements in Extensional Flow
Vesicles experience a uniform extension rate as they become trapped in the stagnation region of the flow (Figure 2 ). In this region, the vesicle deformation reaches steady state (Supplemental Movie 1) or in a few instances, the vesicle stretches asymmetrically (Supplemental Movie 2). Every observed vesicle instability was indeed asymmetric; images from independent observations of the shape instability at short times are shown in Figure 4 . The temporal evolution of the dumbbell shape and its stretching after several seconds of trapping at the stagnation point is shown in Figure 5 . Once the instability occurs, the central tube in the vesicle elongates until the ends are out of the field of view. The bulbous ends become increasingly spherical during this stretching process as well. Furthermore, beads or pearls form on the tube in all cases in which asymmetric dumbbells were observed, including vesicles excluded from the stability diagram for reasons discussed below.
Some vesicles undergo the asymmetric instability but are excluded from the stability diagram for one or more of the following reasons: (A) a lack of movie frames from which to measure the pre-instability vesicle shape due to obstruction by other vesicles or being out-of-focus, (B) transient passing of the vesicle through the stagnation point region without extended trapping at the stagnation point location, (C) possible interference by a neighboring vesicle, and (D) termination of movie capture before the full instability evolution due to reaching the limit of on-board camera memory. Brighter multilamellar vesicles or those that possess visible defects are common, and these are excluded because their membrane properties would be different than defectfree unilamellar vesicles. Often these types of vesicles gradually collapse to a sphere as lipids from the membrane bud off into the vesicle interior or exterior.
Our experimental diagram includes a range of stable and unstable points that agree with the theoretical predictions ( Figure 6 ). We break the unstable data points into two groups. The squares represent unstable vesicles for which we obtained sufficient images at short times to assign the reduced volume with confidence. The triangles represent unstable vesicles for which we have greater uncertainty in the reduced volume as this quantity was estimated from one still image at short times (see Figure 4 (b) and (c) for snapshots). The error bars for all unstable vesicles are dominated by uncertainty in reduced volume due to a limited number of frames that could be analyzed before the onset of asymmetric instability. All other uncertainties are smaller and hence not included in the graph. See Table S2 in the Electronic Supplementary Information for a full list of data points as well as their uncertainties.
Discussion Bending Modulus
A high concentration of NBD PC perturbs the lipid bilayer in ways that could increase or decrease the membrane elastic bending modulus. For example, excitation of lipid fluorophores can produce peroxides that cause the enlargement of liquidordered phase regions and hence a stiffer membrane. 46 Just 2 mol% NBD PC added to POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) vesicles resulted in a larger bending modulus with a broader distribution relative to the mean, the latter effect most likely arising from varying degrees of lightinduced peroxide content. 47 A membrane softening effect can also arise from the looping up of the acyl-chain-labeled NBD fluorescent group from the interior of the bilayer into the membrane interface due to its polarity. Above the lipid transition temperature, NDB groups completely loop up due to favorable hydrogen bonding with the lipid head group or interfacial water molecules. 36 The looping up of NBD groups increases the NBD PC molecule headgroup area compared to unlabeled molecules, and was estimated to cause a 3% increase in cross-sectional area per fluorescently labeled POPC molecule. 48 At room temperature of 23˚C, the vesicles in our experiments are certainly in the fluid phase (transition temperature of DOPC is -17˚C). This phenomenon could result in a softening effect similar to the presence of peptide inclusions in the bilayer. For instance, the bending modulus of DOPC vesicles decreases 40% when 2 mol% of a synthetic fusion peptide FP23 is incorporated into the membrane.
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POPC vesicles are softened with the inclusion of magainin, a peptide that adsorbs to the outer lipid layer as a ߙ -helix lying parallel to the bilayer, which the authors interpreted using a continuum model as forming local, mobile high-curvature regions in the membrane. 50 Given the modest scatter in bending modulus between individual vesicles and the qualitative observations of softening with increased NBD concentration, we presume the "looping up" effect was slightly more dominant than the peroxidation effect for our system.
Our measurements of 15.8 mol% NBD PC/DOPC vesicles are in the same range as reported measurements of pure DOPC vesicles in similar experimental conditions, so the competing effects of NBD probes in the bilayer may overall have a moderate effect on membrane properties. At similar temperature and sugar concentrations to our measurements (25˚C, 0.1 M sucrose interior solution, 0.11 M glucose exterior to enhance contour contrast), researchers measured a bending modulus of ሺ11.7 ± 1.5ሻ • ݇ܶ for pure DOPC vesicles using micropipette aspiration. 49 Please do not adjust margins 0.1 M sugar, close to our measured values. However, recent low angle X-ray measurements do not support such a bending modulus dependency on sugar concentration. 56 Rather, these researchers found no significant change in bending modulus for DOPC vesicles in sucrose or glucose solutions ranging from 0.1 M to 0.45 M sugar concentrations. Thus the value of bending modulus for simple lipid bilayers remains an unsettled issue. Our measurements not only characterize the vesicle system for this study but also provide more experimental data for DOPC vesicles to the field of lipid physics, albeit with a high concentration of fluorophores incorporated into the membrane.
The rigorous statistical tests and criteria we employed eliminated most vesicles from consideration. The smaller sample population scatter we achieved is consistent with other implementations of this more rigorous statistical approach, which has been shown to increase the precision of bending modulus measurements compared to average-based methods in a direct comparison. 42 Average-based methods rely on the user to visually check if the vesicle meets the theory requirements (quasi-spherical, defect-free, freely fluctuating). Based on our experience, this method typically leads to fairly large scatter in vesicle bending modulus measurements because vesicles that fail theory requirements are not always identifiable from a visual check of the thermal fluctuations. The statistical method of Méléard et al. 42 that we employed uses the full Fourier amplitude spectra of the contour autocorrelation function that adhere to the underlying theory (i.e. pass the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test). Due to this and other quantitative checks detailed in the Methods Section, we are able to identify and discard vesicles that give reasonable but more scattered answers. For instance, vesicles that looked quasi-spherical and defect-free, but upon analysis yielded highly correlated bending modulus and surface tension values and were therefore discarded, resulted in both larger and smaller measurements, e.g. ሺ7.18 ± 0.22ሻ • ݇ܶ and ሺ28.72 ± 1.73ሻ • ݇ܶ.
Vesicle Asymmetric Instability
In this paper, we present the first experimental observations of the asymmetric instability of vesicles in extensional flow. Although we were not able to guarantee that the vesicle remained exactly with its center of mass at the stagnation point, we can reasonably assume the asymmetric dumbbell formation we observed was indeed the predicted instability and not a result of the vesicle experiencing an asymmetric flow field. First, the cross-slot device produces quite uniform extensional strain rate ߝሶ throughout the entire observation window. Within the field of views in which we observed vesicles in extensional flow-(410 µm) 2 at 20x and (130 µm) 2 at 63x-our PIV measurements provide evidence of uniform extension rate. Furthermore, 3D COMSOL simulations show ߝሶ varies by less than 5% over these observation windows for the smallest cross-slot dimensions. Second, the time spent in the observation window (7-90 seconds) is comparable to or longer than the time scale of the instability. If the trapped time is larger or comparable to the inverse of the growth rate predicted from linear stability analysis, then we can assume the vesicle was sufficiently trapped during the instability process. For instance, the growth rate of the instability at ߥ ൌ 0.65, ‫ܽܥ‬ ൌ 100 is approximately 0.3 • ߝሶ . 34, 57 If the strain rate is 0.4 s -1 , then the time scale of the instability is approximately 8 seconds.
Due to the difficulty in reliably generating intermediate reduced volume vesicles via electroformation, vesicles that became unstable in the cross-slot were a rare event, so it was difficult to investigate the entire ሺߥ, ‫ܽܥ‬ሻ space. However, the measured points are consistent with the numerical predictions. 34, 57 In particular, the stable point ሺߥ, ‫ܽܥ‬ሻ ൌ ሺ0.702, 6.83ሻ is at an intermediate reduced volume that could have become unstable at a slightly higher capillary number (Supplemental Movie S3). Though admittedly, for such close proximity to the stability boundary we would have to trap the vesicle for a very long time to observe the instability if it were to occur, and we only trapped the vesicle for 19.8 seconds at a strain rate of ߝሶ ൌ 0.368 s -1 . However, this is still longer than the inverse of the predicted growth rate of the instability, estimated from linear stability analysis of ߥ ൌ 0.65 at ‫8~ܽܥ‬ to be ~1 ሺ0.2 • ߝሶ ሻ ⁄ ൌ 13.6 seconds. 34, 57 All other data points are well within the appropriate stable and unstable regimes. Furthermore, every vesicle that became unstable did so asymmetrically, corroborating evidence that the proposed physical mechanism of destabilizing membrane curvature changes is the cause of this instability. 34 Without performing detailed studies, we point out a few observations. Pearling of vesicles has been studied experimentally [58] [59] [60] and theoretically. [61] [62] [63] Interestingly, recent theory for pearling suggests that pearling only occurs for reduced volumes ߥ < 0.6. 64 We observed pearling of every tether following asymmetric dumbbell formation, including vesicles with ߥ > 0.6, once the tether reached a certain length. Possibly there are important factors not considered in the modeling work, such as membrane thermal fluctuations. Also, all the unstable vesicles we included in the stability diagram are close to the vesicle aspect ratio below which Kantsler et al. 16 did not observe a stretching transition for high-aspectratio, tubular vesicles in extensional flow. Assuming a cylindrical geometry with an initial aspect ratio ‫ܮ‬ ‫ܦ/‬ , the authors reported no observations of tubular vesicle to dumbbell transitions for ‫ܮ‬ ‫ܦ/‬ < 4.2 where the critical strain rate for their tube to dumbbell transition diverges. Approximating the aspect ratio of our reported unstable vesicles by taking the ratio of its length to average width, the aspect ratios are roughly 3.8 − 6.3. Thus our observations of instability are consistent with Kantsler et al. Those authors also observed tubular vesicles to form seemingly symmetric dumbbells at an initial critical strain rate and then experience a secondary pearling instability at a higher critical strain rate. In contrast, we always observed pearling of the tether following the initial shape instability.
Conclusions
A droplet with a complex membrane experiences very different flow dynamics than one with a standard fluid-fluid interface. We present an example of this statement by trapping a vesicle in extensional flow and visualizing an asymmetric shape instability that has not been seen for clean droplets. This phenomenon arises from the near incompressibility of the lipid bilayer. In the future, it will be interesting to see if other cell-like objects with different interfacial behavior will exhibit the same phenomenon. One example that may show promise is a microcapsule with a membrane made of a stiff, highly crosslinked polymer. [65] [66] [67] We note that the vesicles examined in this work all stretched indefinitely when the instability occurred. Presumably, these vesicles will eventually break up. Thus, in some sense, we have experimentally determined conditions under which these entities will eventually fail by extensional flow, which would be important for various applications such as drug delivery, blood flow in artificial organs, or any biomedical applications in which suspended cells experience a sudden change in the channel diameter.
Notes and references ‡ We would not expect the vesicle to completely recapitulate all red blood cell flow behavior because the red blood cell (RBC) membrane is more complicated than a pure lipid bilayer. Most notably, the RBC possesses a cytoskeleton that provides the cells with resistance to shearing forces, unlike fluid phase vesicles that have practically zero elastic shear modulus. § The associated Legendre polynomials are the angular part of the spherical harmonics: ܻ ሺߠ, ߶ሻ ൌ Θ ሺcos ߠሻ expሺ݅݉߶ሻ. We normalize Θ ሺcos ߠሻ so that the spherical harmonics are orthonormal: . Squares: unstable vesicles for which we obtained sufficient images at short times to confidently assign the reduced volume. Triangles: unstable vesicles for which the reduced volume was estimated with less certainty from a single still image. Open circles: stable vesicles. Uncertainties in unstable vesicle reduced volumes are plotted. All other uncertainties are typically smaller than the data point markers. See Table S2 
